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Full time, reliable translator, over 16 years experience in technical translations

Translation from English into good French - my native language

 Philippe  LE PELTIER
 23, rue d'Angers
 49460 Cantenay-Epinard
 France

Phone: 0033 241 699 854
Mobile: 0033 618 427 976
e-mail: atlas-trad@wanadoo.fr
2nd email: le-peltier.philippe@orange.fr
Website: www.atlas-trad.fr

Base rates

- Translation: €0.085 / US$0.090 per source word. Discount rates for repetitions.
- Proof-reading: €22 (US$25) an hour; €0.020 per source word.
- Daily output 2,500 words.

Experience

Business and marketing:

 Numerous press releases (Schlumberger and others)

 Large HR related projects (Heinz.and others)

 Various IPSOS surveys (AT&T and others), ads, promotional sites, leaflets, etc.

 Numerous documents about business, companies and management

IT & the Internet: 

 Various documents for IBM France

 Large project for Cross Match Technologies Inc, regarding scanners , fingerprint and iris 
captures equipment and trainingarg

 Pervasive contents (emails on a daily basis as well as manuals) regarding database 
software & support, for business applications, for a year and a half

 Dell documents for sale people, pertaining to notebooks & other related hardware

 Marketing of software for communication centres (CIC, EIC…)

 Newsgroup sites

 Technical documents pertaining to Data Name Servers

http://www.atlas-trad.fr/


 Training documents regarding configuration and use of encryption protocols supported by
Windows 2000

Mechanical engineering & electricity:

 Pipeline instalation related projects (KROHNE Oil & Gas)Pumps and valves for dredgers 
(Lobestar pumps and others)

 Farm machines: like, tractors, rotary arrows, belt planters, and the like. 

 Documents for the automotive industry

 Various equipment for jet skis and quads

 Luminaries installation for the Monaco harbour

 Translation of an electrical installation for cryostats

 Translation of electrical installations for bus shelters.

 Translation of an installation of a nurse calls system for hospitals.

Tourism:

 Numerous documents about the Grand Canyon, Las Vegas and other sites in 
Nevada

Education:

 A few projects about education, amongst others a project about 
educational TV.

Legal:

 Licensing contracts pertaining to the marketing of software.

 Various licensing contracts.

Video Games:

 Translation of “Dynasty Warriors 3” dialogues.

 Translation of “Celtic Kings – The Punic Wars”.

Working method:

1. After a general overview of the document to be translated I decide the 
Translation Memory that needs to be used and highlight any difficulties that would 
have to be dealt with.

2. Translation of the document using the relevant dictionaries and glossaries 
(online or else)

3. Large use of the Web to make sure that any professional phrase that I am not 
sure about is transcribed into French as professional would use them.

4. Checking the accuracy, consistency of the translation – English vs French

5. Reading the whole French text with spelling & grammar editor to make sure 
that the text is free from error and reads well.

Software



 Linux, Windows XP embedded, Office 2007 Professionals (Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint, Access)

 ADSL

 I use WordFast Pro 3.3, tool compatible with other CATs.

Background

Born: January 13, 1956

Mother tongue: French

Training: 

o I have a degree in English - 1998, a diploma in marketing (DUT – 
University Technology Diploma) - 1985, and diplomas in electricity 
and mechanics - 1975.

o I have been an English and a French teacher for 13 years in an 
agricultural school and enjoy a good general education and culture.

o I have been trained & have practice in electricity

As a teacher, I have organized several travels and stays in the 
United-States and England for the training of pupils.
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(Extr  From an e-mail I received from a customer.

Dear Philippe,

Hereby I send you the reaction of our client with 
regard to your translation. Needless to say that I am 
very pleased with it and that I hope we will be able to 
count on you again for the next jobs that will come our

way. I also forwarded you the definite files for future 
reference.

Merci beaucoup et à la prochaine fois,
Mila
-------------------------------------------------------
Dear Mila,
Please find attached the proof-read versions in 
French. I reviewed the texts myself and must admit 
that it is of good quality. We compared the results with
our previous agency and you are doing a lot better.
Therefore I am glad to let you know that our future 
translation jobs will go to you. 

Kind regards,
Berangere
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